Patterns of Recurrence After Resection of Malignant Gliomas With BCNU Wafer Implants: Retrospective Review in a Single Institution.
Bis-chloroethylnitrosourea (BCNU) wafers have been demonstrated to be effective for prolonging survival for patients with malignant glioma and have been approved worldwide. BCNU wafers are implantable and have a unique feature of delivering chemotherapeutic drug at high concentration at tumor margin over time after resection. BCNU wafers presumably, by this mechanistic rationale, have a beneficial effect on local tumor control and thus could change the pattern of recurrence, which is most frequently local. However, no studies have demonstrated such phenomenon after BCNU wafer implants. To investigate whether the surgeries with BCNU wafers alter the predominant tendency of local recurrence pattern, we retrospectively reviewed 8 malignant glioma patients treated with BCNU wafers (BCNU wafer group), together with 22 glioma patients who did not receive BCNU wafers (no-BCNU wafer group) for comparison. Out of 6 patients in BCNU wafer group who exhibited recurrence, 1 showed local, 2 showed diffuse, and 3 showed a distant recurrence pattern, which was away from resection cavity. On the other hand, out of 18 patients in the no-BCNU wafer group who exhibited recurrence, 10 showed a local pattern, 8 showed a diffuse pattern, and no cases showed distant pattern. Distant pattern was observed significantly more frequently in the BCNU wafer group than in the no-BCNU wafer group. These results suggest that BCNU wafers could have a beneficial effect on local tumor control and may provide BCNU wafers with a new profile that could be considered for establishing future chemotherapeutic strategy for glioma patients.